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1. INTRODUCTION 
Hoefsmit determined the dimension functions (or generic degrees) of the 
generic algebra OJ(B,) of a (B, N) pair of type B, in [3, p. 171. His construction 
was then used to obtain the dimension functions of O&4,) as well as most of the 
dimension functions of GT(D,). In this note we determine the remaining dimen- 
sion functions of @(Da), namely, those associated with the double partitions 
(01, /I) of II when 01 = /3. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
By and large our notation will conform to that in [3]. The generic algebra 
02(&J is defined over Q(x, y) with basis {au , w E W(B,)), having generators 
a,* >..‘Y %” indexed by simple reflections Y( in the Weyl group W(B,) with 
relations 
2 
% = Y% + (Y - 1) ar, > 
a;< = xa, + (x - 1) 4,) i> 1, 
a7prj = arprl if Ii-i\ > 1, 
a .a 7, ri+PTi = 4,+pr,4,+l i = 2,..., n - 1, 
(2.1) 
Let d be the algebra defined over Q(x) by the specialization f: y  w 1 of 
ad(B,) having basis {awY , w E W(B,)} [3, p. 381. The algebras O!(B,), a, and 
QW(B,) have the same numerical invariants by the deformation theorem of 
Tits [I, p. 561. Furthermore @(B,) splits over Q(x, y) [3, p. 321 and there is a 
bijection of the irreducible characters of @(B,) with those of OZ given by x i--t x, 
where xdq,,,) = &(a,)) [2, Proposition 7.11. Similarly, the specialization 
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fs: x r, 1 yields a bijection of the irreducible characters of Cl? with those of 
W(B,). The algebra @((D,) is then isomorphic to, and may be viewed as the 
subalgebra of Or; generated by {arlTlf , arzf ,..., arnr} where 8rrr = a,lfu,,furlf = 
a T T Tf . This generating set satisfies the usual relations for 171(0,) (see (2.1)). 
Fifn%ly, ~(~~} splits over Q(z) and x H xr,, where x~~(~) ~~~~~(~~~)) gives a 
bijection of the irreducible characters of g(L),) with those of the Weyl group 
W(D,), a subgroup of index 2 in W(B,). 
In [3] the irreducible representations of a(&) are associated with the double 
partitions (or, 18) of n. I f  x = xcaYB) is the irreducible character of fl(B,) associated 
with (u, & then xf restricted to @D,) is an irreducible character of (7t(D,) 
precisely when 01# p. In this case the dimension function of xf is f  (d,) where d, 
is the dimension function of X, However, in case OL = /3 the irreducible character 
x = xtaSu) is such that xr restricted to 6Y(D,) splits into two irreducible characters 
x1 and xz of @(.D,). From the construction in [3] we have xv, = (xy,)T1. Let 
M, be a representation of Gl!(DJ affording x1 . 
LEMMA 3.1. Define M,(ausf) = MI(ar,wrI,), w E W(D,). Then MS is an 
irreducible representation of O?(D,) affording xz . 
Proof. It is easily checked that n/p, is a representation of @(D,) by verifying 
that M2 preserves the relations satisfied by the generating set @rf ,..., aV,f>. Let 
its character be xs’. Then for w E w(D,), xir,(w) = fo(xz’(uwf)) = fs(~~(~,.,~~,~)) = 
(Xlfp@) = X2&)* s ince fO gives a bijection of the irreducible characters of 
GZ(D,) with those of W(D,), we have xi = x2. 
LEMMA 3.2. DeJine 
Then M is an irreducible representation of d affording ,yf . 
Proof. That M preserves the relations in 2.1 (with y  set equal to 1) is easily 
checked using the facts that M1 and M, are representations of a(I),), that 
Ml(arit) = M,(a,,f) (i > I), and M&Q) n/feb8f) = W+J) Ml(a,pPc,f) = 
W(a~l~,~lf ) MI(a,e,) = M2(a,B,) MI(artf). Let x’ be the character of 6!! afforded 
by h/l. Then from the definition of M it is clear that xi, is equal to the induced 
character (x~~~(~~) which is an irreducible character of W(B,J. Also xff, = 
(xU )w(s*) 0 by remarks preceding Lemma 3.1. 
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tiEOREM 3.3. Let d, be the dime&m fmxtion of x = ,y(*~ and let dx, and 
dx, be the dkension functioru of xx and xe , the corresponding irreducible characters 
of @((on). Then d%, = dx, = +f(d,). 
Proof. From [Z] we have 




where Y is the homomorphism R(B,) + Q(x, y) given by v(a,,) = y, v(a,i) = ,v 
(i > 11, and WV = ILw(B,) v(aJ is the Poincare polynomial of W(B,). 
Applying f to both sides we obtain 
where P(D,,) is the Poincark polynomial of W(D,J (cf. [3, p. 87J). From Lemma 
3.2 we have f(x(a,)) = 0 for w 4 W(D,,). Thus, 
The left hand side is 
since Curew(n,) l/(f(~(aul))) xl(aw,) xa(~-r,) = 0 (by the orthogonahty relations 




using the fact that xl(l) = x*(l) = x(1)/2. On the other hand, 
(3.1) 
since xa(u,,) = x r (a 
yields the theorem. 
rIwr,l). Thus dx, = dx, . Combining this fact with Eq. (3.1) 
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Using Theorem 3.3 and formulas derived in [3, p. 851, we obtain the following 
explicit formulas for the dimension functions dx, and dx, of QI(D,) corresponding 
to the double partition (oi, a): 
dxl = dx, = P(D,)(x - l)y/n ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 1)2, 
where the product in the denominator is taken over all squares (i, j) of the 
diagram 01, cj , is the length of the jth column of OL, and hii is’the hook length of 
the (i, j)-square of (Y. 
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